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Perturbative probability conservation provides a strong constraint on the presence of new inter-
actions of the Higgs boson. In this work we consider CP violating Higgs interactions in conjunction
with unitarity constraints in the gauge-Higgs and fermion-Higgs sectors. Injecting signal strength
measurements of the recently discovered Higgs boson allows us to make concrete and correlated
predictions of how CP-violation in the Higgs sector can be directly constrained through collider
searches for either characteristic new states or tell-tale enhancements in multi-Higgs processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is strong evidence that the Higgs boson which
was discovered in 2012 can be characterised by a dom-
inant CP-even coupling pattern to gauge bosons [1, 2].
The sensitivity of this measurement is driven by large
modified production rates compared to the Standard
Model (SM) if CP-odd couplings were dominant [3–8],
as well as different kinematics if cross section informa-
tion is not included in the analysis [1, 2, 9–16].

The observation of Higgs boson decays to electroweak
bosons h → ZZ,WW [17–20] is already a strong in-
dication of a CP-even character of the gauge-Higgs in-
teractions. A CP-odd interaction parameterised by
L ⊃ gZZ̃h/v hZ

µνZ̃µν
∗ which overpowers the L ⊃

ghhZ mZ hZ
µZµ term that follows from gauge boson

mass generation through electroweak symmetry break-
ing (EWSB) would imply the breakdown of otherwise
successful perturbation theory, only avoided if the lon-
gitudinal gauge boson degrees of freedom are generated
by a mechanism which is not directly related to the ob-
served Higgs boson with mh ' 125 GeV. Taking the
measurements in the ZZ channel at face value, the latter
would need to be accompanied by a low scale of per-
turbative unitarity violation, well below the TeV scale,
which is typically mended by either resolving a poten-
tial substructure responsible for the TeV scale or by ac-
cessing new resonant degrees of freedom. However, the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has already explored re-
gions well beyond this regime without any evidence of
neither weakly nor strongly-coupled degrees of freedom.
In this sense, the statistically significant observation of
pp → h → ZZ alone does cement the very character of
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‡Electronic address: kazuki.sakurai@durham.ac.uk
§Electronic address: michael.spannowsky@durham.ac.uk
∗ We understand h fluctuation of the Higgs doublet field H around

the vacuum expectation value v =
√

2〈H〉 ' 246 GeV.

mostly CP-even couplings to vector bosons, which is a
generic property of spontaneous symmetry breaking di-
rectly linked with perturbative unitarity of the Higgs-
gauge sector [21, 22].

Strong constraints on the CP violating interactions are
typically inferred from flavor and electric dipole measure-
ments [23–29]. These indirect probes of CP violation
(which in the EDM context are strongest for interactions
with first or second generation fermions) need to be con-
trasted with direct searches as performed by ATLAS and
CMS. It is, therefore, natural to ask how CP-violation
can be accommodated by current Higgs measurements, in
particular by the recent combination of ATLAS and CMS
data [30]. Given the absence of any conclusive hints for
new resonant physics around the TeV scale, and taking
into account the aforementioned unitarity-related issues,
we can expect that a low energy effective formulation of
TeV scale physics will reflect the imprint of a “good”
probabilistic behavior of the underlying UV model. Un-
derstanding an effective theory formulation as the tool of
mediating measurements between theories with widely
separated scales, large fundamental CP-violating effects
at a scale that lies well above the electroweak scale could
therefore present themselves at low scales in the guise
of operators that do not immediately imply unitarity vi-
olation close to the TeV scale. Another possibility is
the presence of additional intermediate degrees of free-
dom which could mend whatever unitarity violation that
seems to be present above the TeV scale. Put differently,
if no new particles are present, unitarity imposes a well-
defined bias on the perturbative expansion of new physics
effects in terms of a dimension six extended SM effective
field theory framework [31–33]

L = LSM +
∑
i

Ci(µ
2)

Λ2
i

Oi . (I.1)

This hierarchy will be fully reflected by the Wilson co-
efficients if we choose all Λi ≡ Λ � v in Eq. (I.1) and
limit ourselves to weakly-coupled UV theories. The latter
point is required to give perturbative unitarity violation
a well-defined meaning.
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In this paper we analyse the tree-level interplay of CP-
violation in the fermion-Higgs and gauge-Higgs sectors
and unitarity using the tools of effective field theory. As-
suming that amplitudes are well-behaved to high ener-
gies, we identify operators in Sec. II, which are largely
unconstrained by tree-level unitarity requirements. Us-
ing recent signal strength measurements as reported by
ATLAS and CMS in Ref. [30], we analyse the direct phe-
nomenological implications of allowed CP violation in the
Higgs sector for future LHC exotics searches in Sec. III.
We provide a summary of this work and offer conclusions
in Sec. IV.

II. UNITARITY AND CP VIOLATING
OPERATORS

A. Perturbative Unitarity

We consider the lowest order CP-odd operators involv-
ing the physical Higgs field, which lead to CP-violation
in conjunction of the CP-even operators in the Standard
Model. A comprehensive list of operators has been pre-
sented in [34], for the purpose of this paper we limit our-
selves to a few key operators, which, on the one hand, are
relevant to the dimension 6 framework. On the other, we
also discuss the particular example of an operator that
marks the transition to phenomenologically richer sim-
plified models. These models are just another form of
EFT, in the sense that they capture key features of a UV
completion at an intermediate energy scale by including
additional propagating degrees of freedom. Since there
are are only limited sources of CP violation in the SM,
extra propagating degrees of freedom in relation with CP
violation and their possible interplay with the observed
Higgs phenomenology is a relevant question.

In this study we work in the broken phase of SU(2)L×
U(1)Y and consider CP violating operators effectively up
to dimension 5. With this condition, we have the unique
operator in the fermion-Higgs sector

Ohff4 = hψ̄fγ5ψf , (II.1a)

with f denoting the Standard Model fermions (f =
u, d, s, c, b, t).

In the gauge-Higgs sector, we consider the following
operators

OhFF̃5 = hFµν F̃µν , (II.1b)

OhhZ4 = h(∂µh)Zµ . (II.1c)

We use F = (A,Z,W,G) as the (dual) field strengths of
the photon, Z-boson, W±-boson and gluon. The first
class of operators is the “standard” set of CP violat-
ing operators that is based on a generic dimension 6
approach [33] and they are typical representatives of a
broader class of CP-odd interactions summarised in [34].
The operators involving the dual field strength can be

generated by integrating out massive fermions with CP-
odd Yukawa couplings as in Eq. (II.1a).

The operator of Eq. (II.1c) deserves a special comment
as its appearance is linked to extending the dimension six
EFT framework to a simplified model which is a form of
EFT that contains explicit new propagating degrees of
freedom.

Let us sketch how this operator can be generated from
a simplified multi-Higgs model, based on the extension
of a two Higgs doublet model by a real singlet scalar.
If EWSB is triggered by more than one Higgs doublets
Hj = [φ+

j , (vj + hj + isj)/
√

2]T , the kinetic term

Lkin = |DµH1|2 + |DµH2|2 (II.2)

leads to the massless would-be Goldstone boson to be
eaten by the Z boson, which is given by

s =
v1s1 + v2s2

v
(II.3)

with v =
√
v2

1 + v2
2 which couples

Lkin ⊃ mZ ∂µsZ
µ . (II.4)

This term is removed by Rξ gauge fixing [35], while the
CP-odd linear combination orthogonal to Eq. (II.3)

s̃ =
v2s2 − v2s1

v
(II.5)

produces the well known two-Higgs doublet interaction

Lkin ⊃
gZ
2v

(v1h2 − v2h1) ∂µs̃ Z
µ

− gZ
2v

(v1 ∂µh2 − v2 ∂µh1) s̃ Zµ , (II.6)

which, however, cannot give rise to the operator
Eq. (II.1c) since the original kinetic terms Eq. (II.2)
perserve CP.

If there is in addition to the two Higgs doublets a
portal-type coupled real singlet scalar S (which does not
receive a vacuum expectation value†.), we can postulate
dimension 5 operators involving

Leff ⊃
ci
Λ
S |DµHi|2 (II.7)

(neglecting non-diagonal terms for convenience). Then
we have the additional interactions in unitary gauge

Leff ⊃ gZ
c2 − c1

Λ

v1v2

2v
S ∂µs̃ Z

µ . (II.8)

Similar terms are present for the Goldstone boson if we
work in a general gauge, in the following we will, however,
adopt unitary gauge for convenience.

† A non-zero 〈S〉 would not change our discussion as it only can
be absorbed in a field redefinition of Hi in Eq. (II.7)
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Explicit CP-violating terms in the two Higgs doublet
potential (i.e. complex Higgs self-interactions) induce a
mixing of (hi, s̃, S). For instance

V (H1, H2) ⊃ λ6|H1|2(H†1H2) + h.c.

⊃ − Im(λ6)
v1

2v

(
(3v2 − v2

2)h1 s̃+ v1v2 h2 s̃
)
. (II.9)

If we also introduce a portal interaction

V (H1, S) ⊃ η |H1|2 S ⊃ ηv1 h1S (II.10)

we can see that mixings s̃→ h1 and S → h1 in Eq. (II.8)
will induce Eq. (II.1c), if we understand h1 as the SM-like
boson in the mass basis. Note that the CP violating inter-
action Eq. (II.1c) cannot be introduced from the kinetic
terms Eq. (II.2), which preserves CP. This can explicitly
be seen by the anti-symmetric structure in Eq. (II.6),
which results in zero diagonal couplings after diagonali-
sation of the mass mixing matrices. Since we are not in-
terested in the effects of other couplings we assume that
these additional states are sufficiently heavy to not imme-
diately influence the Higgs decay phenomenology as well
as unitarisation rules through additional channels open-
ing up. We therefore assume h is dominantly composed
of h1 in the following.‡ Eq. (II.7) is part of the first term
of a linear expansion in S. We will see that this par-
ticular coupling is perturbatively unconstrained and has
an intriguing relation to the complex mass scheme in the
SM.

In order to respect the stringent flavour constraints we
only consider flavour diagonal operators as in eq. (II.1a)
(we will comment on the impact of flavour constraints
later, see also [26]). With these operators we can calcu-
late the high energy behavior of 2→ 2 scattering ampli-
tudes from an initial state i to a final state f

aJfi(s) =
1

32π

∫
d cos θ dJµµ′(cos θ)Mfi(s, cos θ)

(for
√
s� mi,mf ) (II.11)

where M denotes the matrix element modulo factors of√
2 for identical particles.§ The dJµµ′ are Wigner func-

tions with the angular momentum J that appear in the
expansion of [37]. µ, µ′ are calculated from the helicity
differences of initial and final state of the participating
particles respectively. In particular, dJ00 is given by the
Legendre polynomial as dJ00 = PJ(cos θ). Unitarity to-
gether with perturbativity (which we also have to impose
for an expansion of the operators (II.1) to be meaningful)

‡ It should also be noted that the presence of multiple mixings
typically yields a more SM-like phenomenology of the lightest
state in terms of signal strengths as compared to minimal Higgs
portal scenarios [36].
§ We choose a convention forM which gives rise to a real value at

large s.

requires the partial waves to be small compared to unity
and critical couplings at tree level are conventionally de-
rived from saturating

|aJfi(Λ)| = 1 (II.12)

(see Refs. [38, 39] for a detailed discussion).
In the following we consider the Lagrangian

L = LSM + ChhZ h(∂µh)Zµ + Chtt ht̄γ
5t

+
∑
F,F̃

ChFF̃
v
OhFF̃5 , (II.13)

i.e. we focus on the top quark in particular and choose
the electroweak vacuum expectation value as reference
scale where necessary. Typically the partial waves exhibit
a hierarchy in the angular momentum J .

We have surveyed the list of processes relevant for uni-
tarity violation at tree-level (see also [40] for a first dis-
cussion of unitarity in the SM). These include vector,
Higgs and fermion scattering, as well as combinations of
the different particle species [38, 39]. We find that the
tightest constraints follow from the J = 0 projections
and will focus on the most constraining channels, but
also mention other channels that are relevant for the dis-
cussion of the remainder of this paper. Our results are
collected in Fig. 1 and we detail them below:

Ohff4 : We first consider fermion-fermion scattering tt̄→
tt̄, which receives contributions from the operator
(II.1a). We include the (modified) Higgs, Z bo-
son and photon intermediate states and discard the
gluon contribution as it corresponds to a non-trivial
color configuration, which does not interfere with
the color singlet exchange. The zeroth partial wave
of tt̄ → tt̄ for identical helicity (zero total angu-
lar momentum) gives rise to only weak constraints
on the Wilson coefficient |Chtt| ' 7.1, not depen-
dent on the scale Λ. The amplitude also quickly
approaches an asymptotic value as a consequence
of energy scales cancelling between the spinor nor-
malisations and the s-channel suppression leading
to an energy-independent value of this value.

Superior bounds can be obtained from tt̄→ VLVL.
Note that due to the vertex structure induced by
the operators of Eq. (II.1), the Wilson coefficients
ChFF̃ do not contribute to scattering processes

involving longitudinally polarized vector bosons.¶

Hence, the limit obtained from inelastic fermion
scattering to gauge bosons provides a way to de-
rive stringent unitarity constraints on Ctth without

¶ The Feynman rule for the vertex induced by the operator (II.1)
is given as ∝ εαβµνp

µ
1 p
ν
2 , which vanishes when contracting with

the longitudinal polarization vectors of external gauge bosons:

εαβµνp
µ
1 p
ν
2ε
α
L(p1)εβL(p2) = 0.
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FIG. 1: Selected region by the zeroth partial wave in 2→ 2 scattering.

the influence of accidental cancellations between
the interactions in (II.13). It is worth noting that
the CP-odd Higgs interactions therefore also ex-
hibit a completely different unitarity-related behav-
ior than their CP-even counterparts [40]. Numeri-
cally we find that tt̄ → W+

LW
−
L provides the most

stringent constraint among these channels as the
amplitude shows a ∼ Ctth

√
s behavior.

OhFF̃5 : We derive unitarity bounds on the Wilson coeffi-
cients ChAÃ, ChZZ̃ , and Chgg̃ through investigating
V V → V V scattering for transverse polarisations
of the participating vector bosons V = A,Z, g. For
equal helicity and transverse ZZ scattering we ob-
tain, e.g.,

M(ZTZT → ZTZT ) =

−
4C2

hZZ̃

v2

s
(
s− 4m2

Z

)
s−m2

h

+ {SM} , (II.14)

where {SM} refer to the well-known results of the
SM [40], which do not give rise to unitarity viola-
tion. For the massless gluons and photons we find
a similar relation for the unitarity violation-driving
part.

The channels involving both A and Z introduces
a cross-talk between the ChAÃ, ChAZ̃ and ChÃZ
channels and the results quoted in Fig. 1 are calcu-
lated assuming ChAÃ, ChAZ̃ = 0, which allows us
to set constraints on ChAZ̃ individually.

OhhZ4 : J = 0 unitarity constraints on this operator are
calculated from multi-Higgs scattering. For tt̄ →
hh in the equal helicity case, we obtain

M(tt̄→ hh) =

e

2sW cW

mt
√
s

s−m2
Z

ChhZ + {SM} , (II.15)

which shows that only weak constraints can be de-
rived from this channel as the amplitude becomes
quickly negligible at energies

√
s� mZ even when

ChhZ 6= 0 (cW , sW denote the cosine and sine of the
Weinberg angle). This result also shows that uni-
tarity constraints from the fermion sector are para-
metrically suppressed by the quark mass and that
the top-quark sector will provide the most domi-
nant unitarity constraints.

hh → ZZ and hh → WW induced by OhhZ4 van-
ish, irrespective of helicities. This also holds for
hh → hZL, leaving only hh → hh as a poten-
tially sensitive channel to ChhZ for J = 0. In
this channel, however, crossing symmetry guaran-
tees that the amplitude can only have a small sen-
sitivity on the energy of the scattering process for
s � m2

Z ,m
2
H . With s + t + u = 4m2

h and this
cancellation only slightly affected by the different
propagators of the s, t, u channels for large enough
energy, the unitarity constraint becomes largely in-
sensitive to the probed energy (Fig. 1). Amplitudes
for ZZ → hZ vanish irrespective of polarisations;
WW → hh does not receive contributions from
OhhZ4 insertions, and hh → hZL is suppressed by
an order of magnitude compared to hh→ hh at the
amplitude level.

Table I summarises the constraints on the Wilson coef-
ficients we found in this section based on the perturbative
unitarity argument. Out of the operators we consider in
this work, OhhZ4 is special in the sense that perturbative
unitarity arguments do not limit the associated Wilson
coefficient’s range. This means that a potentially large
CP violation with this term could be induced by a non-
perturbative or perturbative UV completion.

The operator Ohff4 has an interesting relation with the
so-called complex mass scheme [41–44], which continues
perturbative calculations to the second Riemann sheet
[45] of the S matrix by “absorbing” the Dyson-resummed
imaginary part of the gauge boson two-point functions
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Wilson Most sensitive Scaling of |M| limit at

coefficient channel at large s Λ = 5 TeV

Ctth tt̄→W+
LW

−
L Ctth

√
s 1.24

ChFF̃ VTVT → VTVT C2
hFF̃

s 0.26

ChGG̃ gT gT → gT gT C2
hGG̃

s 0.09

ChAZ̃ ZTAT → ZTAT C2
hAZ̃

s 0.36

ChhZ hh→ hh C2
hhZ 5.82

TABLE I: Representative values of perturbative unitarity con-
straints of the operators considered in this work at Λ = 5 TeV,
in addition to the most sensitive channel to unitarity con-
straints.

into complexification of the gauge boson masses, i.e.
m2
V → m2

V − iΓVmV .∗∗ Through its relation with the
masses, such replacements imply a complexification of
the Weinberg angle as well. Typically, reordering the
perturbative series, which this replacement effectively
amounts to, can imply a violation of gauge invariance
and therefore imply unitarity violation (see e.g. [48–52]).
As demonstrated in [43, 44], however, Ward and Slavnov-
Taylor identities are not modified by these replacements
and gauge invariance remains intact; unitarity violation
can therefore not be amplified at higher energies. Al-
lowing a complexification of the Weinberg angle, the Z
boson coupling to the Higgs in the SM becomes com-
plex through its coupling ∼ e/(swcw) where sw, cw are
sine and cosine of the Weinberg angle respectively. For a
complex gauge coupling, the operator Eq. (II.1c) is also
generated in the SM from the Higgs kinetic term. We
stress that this effect in the SM is purely spurious, but
is accompanied by no unitarity limitations as a conse-
quence of the consistency of the complex mass scheme.
This also explains why we find only weak constraints on
this particular operator even if it is generated in BSM
scenarios.

B. Unitarity sum rules for CP-odd interactions

The ff̄ → VLVL processes are special in the sense that
a CP-violating f̄fh coupling enters linearly, thus opening
up the possibility to compensate the CP-odd operator in-
duced unitarity violation through the appearance of an
additional state. The linearity is a necessary require-
ment as destructive interference cannot be introduced on
the quadratic coupling level. The latter appears in the
SM for longitudinal gauge boson scattering as the inter-
play of s, t, u channels and a different vertex structures.
Similar ideas in the context of CP-even modifications of
Higgs couplings are apparent from singlet mixing scenar-

∗∗ Note that introducing a constant width amounts to an ad-hoc
replacement of the running width [46, 47].

Vertex Feynman rule SM

W−α (p)W+
β (k)Aµ(q) −gγWΓα,β,µ(p, k, q) gγW = gsW

W−α (p)W+
β (k)Zµ(q) gZWΓα,β,µ(p, k, q) gZW = gcW

ff̄W±µ gfW γµPL gfW = g/2

ff̄Aµ −gfγγµ gfγ = gsWQf

ff̄Zµ γµ(gZfLPL + gZfRPR) gZfR = (g/cW )(T f3 −Qfs2W )

gZfL = −(g/cW )Qfs
2
W

gZfV = (gZfL + gZfL)/2

gZfA = (gZfL − gZfL)/2

hff̄ −(gfh + igfAγ5) gfh = gmf/(2mW )

gfA = 0

hW+
µ W

−
ν gWh gµν gWh = gmW

hZµZν gZh gµν gZh = (g2 + g′2)1/2mZ

TABLE II: Feynman rules relevant for ff̄ → W+W−, PL,R
denote the right- and left-chirality projectors.

ios and can be generalised to the vector case giving rise
to concrete phenomenological predictions, see e.g. [53–
58]. In concrete UV scenarios, these unitarity sum rules
are always consequences of spontaneous symmetry break-
ing [21, 22].

For the processes with Wilson coefficients entering at
the quadratic level, unitarity cancellations of this type
cannot be implemented “by hand” as destructive in-
terference would require complex couplings which con-
flicts with the requirement of a hermitian Lagrangian.
While this also applies to ff̄ → ff̄ the constraints on
the Wilson coefficients from this process are only weak
(Sec. II A). In practice, an additional resonance that
serves to cancel the growth in f̄f → VLVL is not affected
by unitarity considerations of ff̄ → ff̄ .

We focus on f(p1)f̄(p2)→ W+
L (q1)W−L (q2). The tree-

level matrix element is composed of four Feynman dia-
grams: fermion-exchange t-channel (Mt

f ), γ/Z-exchange

s-channel (Ms
γ/Z), and h-exchange s-channel (Ms

h). In

the high energy limit,
√
s � mW ,mZ and mh, these

matrix elements can be written as

Mt
f = − (gfW )2

m2
W

v̄(p2)
(
/q1PL +

mf

2
(1− γ5)

)
u(p1) ,

Ms
γ =

gγW g
f
γ

m2
W

v̄(p2) /q1u(p1) ,

Ms
Z = − gZW

m2
W

v̄(p2)
(
/q1g

Z
fR + 2 /q1g

Z
fAPL −mfg

Z
fAγ5

)
u(p1) ,

Ms
h =

ghW
2m2

W

v̄(p2)
(
gfh + igfAγ5

)
u(p1) , (II.16)

where PL = (1− γ5)/2.

Since the fermion spinor products v(p2)u(p1) and /q1

grow with
√
s, to ensure the unitarity at high energies,
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FIG. 2: The current constraint in the κeven
t vs κodd

t plane from
σggF · BR(h → γγ) (red) and σggF · BR(h → WW ) (green).
The constraints from other modes are not considerable.

the following sum rules need to be fulfilled:

(gfW )2 + 2gZW g
Z
fA = 0 : /q1PL (II.17)

gγW g
f
γ − gZW gZfR = 0 : /q1 (II.18)

(gfW )2 − ghW gfh/mf = 0 : 1 (II.19)

(gfW )2 + 2gZW g
Z
fA + ighW g

f
A/mf = 0 : γ5 (II.20)

In the SM, these rules are trivially satisfied, but intro-

ducing a non-zero gfA (= Ctth) leads to a growth of the
amplitude as we have seen in the previous section. How-
ever, we can mend this growth by introducing an addi-
tional scalar subject to the requirement that the imagi-
nary part of Eq. (II.20) vanishes in the high energy limit.
This provides a strong constraint on the coupling of this
additional scalar (the sum rules can be extended to the
ff̄ → ZZ case straightforwardly).

The currently observed Higgs coupling constraints [30],
dominantly from gluon fusion, can be correlated through
this sum rule to arrive at a concrete prediction of how
abundant this extra scalar, which we will call S, gets
produced at the LHC and if or when we will be sensitive
to such a resonant signature as a result of Higgs sector
CP violation. In Fig. 2, we show the current constraints
in the κeven

t vs κodd
t plane, where κeven

t is the relative
deviation from the SM top Yukawa coupling and κodd

t is
the relative size of the CP-odd tt̄h coupling to the SM
Yukawa coupling (κodd

t ≡ Ctth/ySM
t ). We use the current

limit [σggF · BR(h → γγ)]/[σggF · BR(h → γγ)]SM =

1.10+0.23
−0.22 and [σggF · BR(h → WW )]/[σggF · BR(h →

WW )]SM = 0.84+0.17
−0.17 [30]. The constraints from other

modes are not stronger than these two. Allowing the
modification of the CP-even coupling κeven

t , one finds the
constraint |κodd

t | < 0.6. On the other hand, if κeven
t is

restricted within the range (0.8, 1.25), |κodd
t | < 0.4.††

The latter corresponds to the most conservative scenario,
i.e. the observed Higgs state has a CP-even coupling
that originates from pure SM contributions, and the CP-
odd interactions originate entirely from scale separated
physics that once integrated out results in an operator

Ohff4 . While a statistically significant deviation of any
Higgs coupling automatically means the discovery of new
physics, searches for new resonances that can be related
to a potential Higgs deviation through unitarity can yield
measurable effects on shorter timescales than precision
Higgs physics. We therefore focus on the conservative
bound on Ctth, assuming a vanishing CP-even Higgs-top
modification to see if the LHC can limit the parameter
space for the current constraints in the near future.

III. COLLIDER PHENOMENOLOGY

A. Fermion-Higgs sector

As a unitarity-related and potentially observable res-
onant effect, we show the expected gluon fusion and
top-quark pair associated production cross section of the
compensator state of Eq. (II.20) in Fig. 3, as well as its
branching ratios for a representative parameter choice
that is in agreement with the aforementioned current
Higgs measurement constraints. Here we assume the cou-
plings of the SM particles to the new resonance S are
suppressed by factor 10 compared to the corresponding
couplings to the 125 GeV Higgs boson h apart from the
t̄γ5tS interaction whose coupling is parametrised by κ̃odd

t

relative to the top Yukawa coupling. With this assump-
tion the imaginary part of Eq. (II.20) is cancelled when
κ̃odd
t = 10κodd

t because the SWW coupling is 10 times
smaller than that of hWW , and previous upper limit
on |κodd

t | < 0.4 is translated to |κ̃odd
t | < 4. We exam-

ine κ̃odd
t = 1 and 4 for the production (the left panel of

Fig. 3) and assume κ̃odd
t = 4 for the branching ratio (the

right panel of Fig. 3).
It becomes clear that such a state will show a dominant

decay to either gluons or top quarks if the latter become
kinematically accessible. This is expected as this state
does not take part in the unitarisation of longitudinal
gauge boson scattering. For our scenario, the production
cross section is entirely dominated by CP-odd couplings,
with gluon fusion being the dominant production chan-
nel.

The branching fraction of S to b-quarks Br(S → bb̄) for
the typical parameter point that we have chosen is even
smaller than Br(S → γγ). Although B meson-specific
triggers are available we cannot expect this process to

†† The κevent and κoddt can be directly constrainted by the pp→ tt̄h
and pp → thj processes, although the sensitivity at the LHC is
rather weak [10, 59–61].
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FIG. 3: Cross section and branching ratios for the for the additional scalar that compensates the unitarity violation induced
by OhhZ4 for the SM-like Higgs boson for a representative choice of parameters and 13 TeV centre-of-mass energy.

occur at a sufficient rate to isolate it from the multi-b and
mistagged multi-jet backgrounds. It should be noted that
due to the small Yukawa coupling of the bottom quark,
unitarity constraints for b channels are weak. Modifi-
cations of the b sector, which we do not discuss in this
work, would impact this search and provides a motivation
to continue the B trigger developments.

Below the tt̄ threshold gives rise to an effective axion-
like signature for the S → γγ decay, see e.g. [62,
63].Current constraints by ATLAS [64] and CMS [65] set
constraints in this mass region of about 10 fb in the fidu-
cial region.

The S → tt̄ decay itself has been analysed in the
context of two Higgs doublet scenarios in for example
[66]. Since the top quark has a coupling structure to the
CP-odd 2HDM Higgs boson A of ∼ t̄γ5tA/ tanβ, lim-
its on tanβ for specific values of mA can be related to
Eq. (II.1a). Given the scaling with tanβ, at low val-
ues the decay of A is dominantly into top pairs. In the
Two Higgs doublet context the analysis of [66] excludes
a signal strength for mA = 500 GeV corresponding to
tanβ . 1. For a heavier mass scenario mA = 750 GeV
only signal strengths of µ ≈ 3 can be excluded, even for
small values of tanβ. We can translate these constraints
into |Ctth(500 GeV)| . 1 and |Ctth(750 GeV)| . 1.7.
These values are not competitive with measurements of
the SM Higgs on-shell signal strength. However, the anal-
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FIG. 4: New contribution to Higgs pair production from gluon
fusion gg → hh, induced by the operator Ohff4 . We suppress
the fermion flow directions as well as SM contributions.

ysis of [66] clearly shows that we can expect a tremendous
improvement with more searches and statistics.

B. Gauge-Higgs sector

Turning to CP violation in the gauge Higgs sector, we
focus on the operator OhhZ4 , where unitarity constraints
are weak.‡‡ Such an operator will impact multi-Higgs fi-
nal states (see [74–78]. The dominant process of this type
is Higgs pair production through gluon fusion gg → hh,
which can receive a new Z boson-mediated contribution

40200-20-40
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1

expected
±1σ
±2σ

CMS PAS FTR-15-002

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2014-019

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2015-046

14 TeV, 3000 fb−1
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σ
(h
h
)/
σ
S
M
(h
h
)

FIG. 5: The expected exclusions of ATLAS [67, 68] and
CMS [69] for the high-luminosity (HL)-LHC (3000 fb−1, 14
TeV) for pp → hh + X, overlaid by the di-Higgs cross sec-
tion as a function of ChhZ relative to the SM expectation.
To highlight the different ATLAS exclusions, we do not plot
them across the entire Wilson coefficient range.

‡‡ The physics of hF F̃ operators has been discussed in detail in the
literature (e.g. [3–5, 70–73]) and we will not discuss it in detail.
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LHC (3000 fb−1, 14 TeV) for the WBF-induced component
of pp→ hhjj using the analysis detailed in the text, overlaid
by the cross section as a function of ChhZ relative to the SM
expectation. Two different systematics scenarios are assumed.

from OhhZ4 .§§ However, since tt̄ → hh does not give rise
to an energy-dependent unitarity constraint, we can al-
ready anticipate that the absorptive parts of the gg → hh
will be largely unaffected.

Both ATLAS and CMS have published results on ex-
trapolated sensitivity yields of Higgs pair production at
the LHC [67–69], using or even combining the hh→ bb̄γγ
and hh → bb̄τ+τ− channels [75, 76, 79]. In Fig. 5 we
compare these extrapolations with the expected enhance-
ment of pp→ hh at the LHC due to the operator OhhZ4 .
The most optimistic constraints that can be set from
this channel result from the 1.9-σ significance reported
by CMS for the bb̄γγ + bb̄τ+τ− combination [69], which
translates into a Wilson coefficient constraint

|ChhZ | . 16.5 > 4π . (III.1)

This constraint is weaker than the perturbative con-
straint, namely it does not play any role in the regime
where Eq. (II.13) can be understood as a trustable series

§§ Note that the bottom contribution needs to be included to avoid
spurious loop singularities related to SU(3)2 × SU(2) anomaly
cancellations.

expansion. Also, this constraint does not probe the uni-
tarity limit imposed by hh → hh scattering, see Fig. 1.
Although this result is expected in the light of our uni-
tarity discussion of Sec. II A, we are forced to draw some-
what unfortunate conclusion that the most dominant
(and hence best motivated) di-Higgs production mech-
anism is unlikely to improve constraints beyond the the-
oretical bounds within the remit of perturbation theory.

The observed sensitivity of pp → hh to OhhZ4 dom-
inantly arises contributions of Eq. (II.15), which con-
tribute to the imaginary part of loop-induced gg → hh
near the the threshold m(hh) ' 2mt through modify-
ing the interference pattern that exists in gluon fusion
between the box- and triangle-induced amplitude con-
tributions. While there is an interference between the
SM triangle- and box-contributions (identical to the off-
shell interference in pp → ZZ [80]), the modifications
induced by OhhZ4 quickly die out for larger di-Higgs in-
variant masses. This kinematic suppression cannot be
circumvented, but this line of thought points to a dif-
ferent channel that accesses a distinct kinematic config-
uration of OhhZ4 , which is not probed by the unitarity
constraints of Fig. 1 - di-Higgs production through weak
boson fusion (WBF) [81–84], which accesses t-channel
virtual massive gauge bosons, Fig. 6.

This leads to a sizeable contribution to WBF-induced
di-Higgs production, which can be investigated through
the hhjj final state using the full HL-LHC dataset [81–
85]. We make a projection of the HL-LHC’s expected sen-
sitivity to ChhZ by generating hadron-level hhjj events
using MadEvent [86] and Herwig [87]. Following [84]
we focus on the hh → τ+τ−bb̄ final state and simulate
tt̄jj, tt̄h, Zhjj, ZZjj, and ZWWjj as backgrounds. We
impose the following selections in order to improve the
sensitivity and suppress the QCD-mediated signal com-
ponent, which is insensitive to ChhZ and therefore acts
as an additional irreducible background to the analysis:

1. We simulate a staggered two tau-trigger by requir-
ing two taus with pT ≥ 29, 20 GeV in |ητ | < 2.5 and
further apply a flat tau tagging efficiency of 70%.
We define jets by finding R = 0.4 anti-kT objects
using FastJet [88] and requiring pT,j ≥ 25 GeV
and |ηj | ≤ 4.5.

2. We b-tag the two hardest jets with an efficiency of
70% and fake rate of 1% within |ηj | < 2.5. If ei-
ther of these overlaps with a tau we veto the event.
We require at least two additional jets which are re-
ferred to as tagging jets and refer to the two leading
ones as j1 and j2.

3. We require |mbb−mh| < 15 GeV, |mττ −mh| < 25
GeV, and mbbττ > 400 GeV.

4. Finally we require the two leading tagging jets to
be widely separated in η, such that ∆η(j1, j2) ≥ 5.

Since no analysis of the arguably complicated pp →
hhjj process has been performed by the experiments yet,
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Sample After Selection [fb]

hhjj (WBF) 1.485× 10−3

hhjj (GF) 5.378× 10−4

tt̄jj 1.801× 10−2

tt̄h 5.658× 10−5

Zhjj 1.026× 10−4

ZZjj 7.639× 10−7

ZWWjj 2.039× 10−7

total background 1.870× 10−2

S/B 1/12.60

TABLE III: Cross sections for the signal and backgrounds
(including the gluon fusion-produced hhjj component) in the
hhjj analysis after all cuts have been applied. The signal cross
section shown here is calculated assuming the Standard Model
hypothesis. Turning on ChhZ induces a large contribution to
the signal yield which makes limit-setting possible despite the
low S/B in the Standard Model case.

we proceed to compute expected cross section limits fol-
lowing [84] to estimate the limits that can be set on ChhZ
using the CLs method [89, 90]. The signal and back-
ground cross sections after all selections are applied are
given in Table.III. To show the impact of uncertainties
we provide limits based on using 20% flat background
systematics as well as excluding systematics for compar-
ison (Fig. 7).

As can be seen, accessing the t-channel W and Z
bosons in the initial state enhance the sensitivity to ChhZ
way below the unitarity limit, with expected constraints

|ChhZ | . 0.06 , (III.2)

within the validity of the perturbative expansion of
Eq. (II.13).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

After the Higgs discovery the search for its particular
role in the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking

is underway. The high energy physics community has
moved to largely model-independent strategies based on
the application of effective field theory techniques. Uni-
tarity as well as perturbativity set important constraints
on using these tools in searches for new phenomena be-
yond the well-established SM. If nature indeed chooses
a new physics scale well separated from the electroweak
scale, then the natural question we need to address at
this stage of the LHC programme is how large effective
interactions can become. While this is a largely model-
dependent question, perturbative unitarity provides an
important guideline in reflecting hierarchies among Wil-
son coefficients at the ∼ TeV measurement scale that can
be excited by a consistent (perturbative) UV completion.
This question becomes particularly interesting when we
turn to CP violation in the Higgs sector as most interac-
tions induce unitarity violation even for relatively small
Wilson coefficient choices. In some cases this unitarity
violation can be mended through a new degree of free-
dom, whose interactions are governed by probability con-
servation, which gives rise to concrete phenomenological
implications.

Considering unitarity arguments for a number of ef-
fective CP-violating interactions in the Higgs sector, we
have identified two phenomenologically relevant direc-
tions: The search for a new Higgs-like state, which com-
pensates CP-violating interactions of the Higgs with top
quarks, and searches for enhancements of multi-Higgs
production from weak boson fusion due to CP-violating
interactions which are largely unconstrained by unitarity
considerations.
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